Bioinformatics, Interdisciplinary (INBI)

INBI 4997 Capstone in Bioinformatics (3 credits)
An in-depth and culminating analysis of data approached from both the biological and computer sciences perspectives. A supervised and independent interdisciplinary research project where one develops bioinformatics tools/pipelines and/or uses existing tools to analyze biological data sets resulting in new data and visualization of data., COSC 3090 and BIOL 4201, or cons. of dept. ch.

Prerequisite: Sr. stndg.

Level of Study: Undergraduate

Interdisciplinary Studies: Bioinformatics

Last four terms offered: 2021 Spring Term, 2020 Spring Term, 2019 Spring Term

Schedule of Classes (https://bulletin.marquette.edu/class-search/?details&code=INBI%204997)